Diploma thesis of Andreas Rizeq is interesting in Diabetes mellitus in Cyprus in relation to the world. Actual situation of treatment diabetes mellitus types 1. and 2., classification, pathogenesis of diabetes are describe in the theoretical part of thesis.

Non–pharmacological treatment is very important part of complex therapy. There are introduced problematic as diet management, supplementary therapy, lifestyle instruction.

Pharmacotherapy as insulin therapy and oral antidiabetic are the other important topic of theoretical part.

Cyprus and Czech Republic are two countries which in some indicators are compare. It was find that economic evaluation is a little different. In The Czech Republic insulin and oral antidiabetic drugs are 100% reimbursement, in Cyprus it is about 53%.

Very interesting is chapter of prognosis for EU countries. It is evident increasing of prevalence of diabetes in every country. It should be useful to prepare strategy for management of diabetes on national level.

Basic standard - guidelines for therapy of diabetes both types are very important too. Independent experts of NICE prepared it. NICE guidelines should be as one part of recommendation for standard therapy of diabetes. Andreas brings general view of these guidelines in context to both types of diabetes.

Formal structure of diploma thesis is correct.

It is evident that Andreas could understand topic very well, all time he was very active and creative.

I recommend diploma thesis for defense.